DICKINSON LAW COURSES

**B**
- Bar Course (BAR) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/bar/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/bar/))

**C**
- Certificate Course (CERT) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/cert/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/cert/))
- Co-curricular (CCURR) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/ccurr/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/ccurr/))

**E**
- Elective (ELECT) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/elect/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/elect/))
- Experiential Clinic (EXPCL) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/expcl/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/expcl/))
- Experiential Internship (EXPIN) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/expin/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/expin/))
- Experiential Skills (EXPSK) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/expsk/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/expsk/))

**F**
- Fundamental Bar Skills (BARS) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/barsk/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/barsk/))

**I**
- Independent Study (INDEP) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/indep/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/indep/))

**M**
- Master of Laws Classes (LWLLM) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/lwllm/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/lwllm/))

**R**
- Required (REQ) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/req/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/req/))

**S**
- Seminar (SEMN) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/semnr/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/semnr/))
- Study Abroad (ABROD) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/abrod/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/abrod/))

**V**
- Visiting Away (VISIT) ([https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/visit/](https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/dickinsonlaw/visit/))